
 
 
 
 
 
WE ARE NOT ESSENTIAL 
 
Too many pastors have been classifying themselves as an essential business in the same sense as 
Walmart or Costco. We cannot let ourselves be classified as an ‘essential service.’ I believe that to do 
that would be to make a deal with the devil. We are much greater than an essential business. The 
church made this same horrible mistake 65 years ago when the Johnson Amendment made Christian 
organizations 501c3 corporations. 
 
Walmart and Costco are examples of ‘essential services.’ They operate under the direct regulation of 
the Health Department and any other agency of State and Local government that wants a shot at 
them. We must fight for religious freedom—not to be an ‘essential service’, as if we are a retail 
business. We want State governments to respect the church more than they respect a big box store - a 
lot more. 
 
How do we differ from stores under the Constitution? That is the question! The First Amendment 
places churches in a higher category of protection than stores or businesses. Religion is singled out as 
a protected entity. We will not trade our rights for a lower grade of freedom than is already promised 
to churches by the Constitution. We want you to take your hands off of the church, because the law of 
the land guarantees it.  
 
If any government agency or politician can get us to agree with them that we are no better than retail 
businesses, they’ll do an end-run around the First Amendment just as Lyndon Johnson pulled that 
dirty trick on the church 65 years ago. 
 
We will obey rational laws regarding health and safety. We will meet when God wants us to meet. We 
will fill our churches when God wants them filled. And we will sing and preach what God wants to 
hear. Those who spilled their blood during the American Revolution did so in order that a timeless 
document might be written—the greatest document of freedom the world has ever seen, outside of 
the Bible. Our Constitution guarantees us the right to say what Peter said to those who wanted to 
limit the church during his lifetime, “Whether it is right in the sight of God to listen to you more than 
to God, you judge. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard” (Acts 4:19b-
20). 
 
We lost that battle 65 years ago because of fear. We need to shake fear now and enforce the truth. 
We are a Constitutionally Protected Body. That is what we are fighting for! 
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